Beginner's Book For The Flute - Part Two
**Synopsis**
(Music Sales America). The “Beginner’s Book” series by Trevor Wye encourages the enjoyment of playing and music-making and is ideal for group or individual instruction. Part Two expands your range of notes and looks at new rhythms and time signatures.
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**Customer Reviews**
I started playing flute 3 months ago after not playing for 40 years. I purchased both Part One and Part Two of Trevor Wye’s practice books. I am through Book One and into Book Two. Lots of good information (I like Trevor Wye’s sense of humor that comes out when he mentions things like, “These exercises need to be played every day. Tone practice is not a Sunday pastime”). I would recommend these to anyone who is relearning the flute.

This is an excellent book for beginning flutists (This is Part Two). I also ordered Part One. Trevor Wye tutorial books are very thorough and informative. These books were shipped promptly and received in perfect condition.

This is a wonderful beginner serious for the serious student of the flute. It continues to cover tips and techniques that help you advance from beginner to intermediate.

Great book! I love all the songs! This is a great book to practice frequently on. I just have some
trouble with the rhythms, but I always get it eventually! :)
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